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Buddhist
ruling due
Thursday

UMO President Howard R. Neville
said Monday that a decision will be
announced Thursday on whether a
23-year-old animal technology major
can keep her laboratory animals
alive
Michele Earltinez, a Zen Buddhist. said a required course,
laboratory -animal care, which exterminates the animals at the end of
the semester, violates her religious
and moral principals.
"They're infringing upon my
moral and religious beliefs. You
don't need to sacrifice those animals." she said.
A meeting Friday between
Neville, Earltinez and Student Legal
Service representatives involved a
discussion of the situation.
Neville would not comment Monday on the meeting. Jud EstyKendall, an SLS staff lawyer and
Earltinez's representative, described
the meeting as "fairly amiable."
[continued to page 12]
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Gays plan Jeans Day

In an effort to make people
feel
"uncomfortable," UMO's Wilde-Stein
club has labeled Friday "Gay Blue
Jeans
Day" and will consider the weari
ng of
denim clothing a visible display of
support
for gay rights.
"We want people to experience a
little
bit of the prejudice we do every day,"
one
club member said.
Last year's Gay Blue Jeans Day drew
heated criticism from many students
who
felt they were being manipulated
by a
handful of Stein members.
Three disc jockies at campus
radio
station WMEB-FM read announceme
nts
over the air calling for "those oppos
ed to
gays at UMO" to wear hats in
protest.
Students also wrote letters to the
Maine
Campus complaining that wardrobes
must
be altered to avoid being labele
d a
homosexual.
In addition, concern was expressed
that
persons who forgot it was Jeans Day
would

wear blue jeans and subject themselves to
subjected to every day of the year."
embarrassment.
The intent of this year's Jean's Day,
Undaunted, Stein members called the
stated in the pamphlets being distributed
reaction "childish" and saw value in the
around campus, reflects the objectives of
a
emotions they elicited throughout the
year ago.
campus.
"The point we are trying to get across
is
"It opened up a lot of minds," one
very simple," one club member said.
member said, describing last year's efforts
"If you can't whistle or if you wear white
as a "social experiment.••
socks or anything green on Thursday,
that
Last year's club spokesperson, Diane
is a sure sign 'you must be some
kinda
Else, said Jeans Day was designed "to get
faggot.'
people to expose their attitudes toward
"What we're doing is taking something
gays. And judging from the hat plan and
you may do everyday without thinking and
the petition being circulated, those attimaking you feel about it in much the same
tudes are coming out."
way a gay person might feel."
Else said any "inconvenience" caused to
The pamphlet goes on to ask, "Does that
students would be "healthy." "I hope we
make you feel uncomfortable? It's supdo inconvenience some students," she
posed to."
said, "then at least they will have been
One Stein member expects a differ
ent
forced to examine their thoughts on
reaction this year because, he said, peopl
e
homosexuality. If they forget to wear jeans,
are more "aware" of the situation.
fine. Then they can get an idea of the
That member said he hopes people wear
ridicule and jokes we homosexuals are
((mediated to page 101

$50,000 suit
by ex-officer
in'final stage'
by John Donnelly
A $50.000 lawsuit filed against the
University of Maine last spring by a former
campus police officer is in the "final
stages" at the Maine Labor Relations
Board, according to a Teamster's official.
Walter Stilphen. acting shop steward of
the Teamster's Local 48 of Augusta for the
UMO Department of Police and Safety,
said Monday the case of former UMO
policeman Michael Denbow is still in
litigation at the MLRB, but could be settled
soon.
Denbow charged the University and the
Board of Trustees with the obstruction of
his constitutional rights of speech, assembly and petition when he failed to receive
tenure after a six month probationary
period on Feb. 2.
'continued to page 10]

Onward and upward

UMO streetaineer John Capen is the first of ten 'dared
evils' to make the
three-hour horizontal climb ,from Stevens Hall to
the Memorial Union
Friday. More photos on page 12 [photo by Arthur
Kettle].

Ghost hauntsfraternity:Just a legend?

by Doug Bailey

Greg Bellemere is trembling.
Sitting in the first floor lounge at Alpha
Tau Omega
he is trying to explain to his fellow
fraternity members
what has him so frightened; what cause
d him to come
running scared from his bed on the
third floor.
There are some nervous chuckles
and skeptical
groans as Bellemere tells them what
he saw. He
doesn't believe in ghosts, but what
he saw seemed
real—it couldn't be—could it?
Bellemere hears someone talking
about The
Legend. and he nods his head. He
has heard The
Legend. everyone at ATO has heard
The Legend, hut
that's all it is, just a legend.
Abraham Lincoln's ghost haunts
the White House
When he was alive, he used to hold
seances there and
Wa.S interested in
psychic research.)

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt has recorded:
-I was sitting
in my study when one of the maids
burst in on me in a
state ofgreat excitement. I looked up
from my work and
asked her what was the trouble. 'He's
up there sitting
on the edge of the bed, taking
off his shoes!' she
exclaimed. 'Who's up there, taking
off his shoes?' I
asked. 'Mr. Lincoln!' the maid replie
d.
Among others to have seen the
ghost was Queen
Wilhelmina of the Netherlands durin
g a state visit in
1945.
No one is sure where The Legend comes
from, or
even how old it is. Legends can be just as
haunting and
mysterious as ghosts.
Mike Dragoon. president of Alpha Tau Omega, said
his father knew of The Legend when he lived in the
ATO house in the late SOs. It has provided fraternity
members with the perfect late night talk for over 20
years.

The story is about an ATO member
who hanged himself in the ram, the
third floor sleeping quarters. Legend
has it the ghost of this student is still
hanging around to spook new residents of
ATO.
The suicide may actually have
happened, but the facts surrounding the
incident cannot be found. A search of
old newspapers and a talk with other
members of ATO produced no proof a
suicide actually occurred.
But, legend or no legend. there
arc at least seven people who claim
to have had some contact with the
ghost.
[continued to page 101
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Project to involve University, state

Lowiown

by Kim Marchegiani
Tuesday

October 31

•tedlniques of Self Defense Or
4 p m
Women' demonstrated by Patrol Officer
Laurie Houston International Lounge, Memorial Union
630 p.m UMO Scrabble Club meeting Sour'
Lawn F400rr Memorial Union
5 to 7 p m Sign up for Preventative Medicine
Program, sponsored by Cutler Health Center
Corbett Hall lobby
8 p in

White Goods. Bears Der.

Wednesday

November 1

Overseas Study informational
6.30 p fn
meeting sponsored by the Study Abroad
Committee 100 English-Math Building
5 to 7 p.m Preventative Medicine Program.
Corbett Hall lobby
7 p m
Center

Antioch

prayer

meeting, Newman

7 30 p in Careers in Os:eopathic Medicine,
film and lecture by Dean William Strong.
Murray Hall
8 15 p.rn. Artist-Faculty Concert presenter) by
pianist Michi North. Hauck Auditorium
7 30 p in
BCC

Movie "Blow Up." Studen: Union,
•

A recent Board of Trustee's resolution
calling for "a closer working relationship"
between state and the University "goes
much, much deeper" than a simple
goodwill gesture," according to Francis A.
Brown, chairman of the board.
"The resolution is part of a project to
involve the University in state affairs and
to use University facilities and staff in
certain areas to aid the state," Brown said.
It is a way to get double duty from the
tax dollars, Brown said.
"Service is basic to the University
mission," said Chancellor Patrick E.
McCarthy. "It is of interest to both parties
to work co-operatively."
The resolution, passed at the September
Board of Trustee's meeting, lists five
specific areas in which the two may serve
each other: research, technical assistance.
evaluation, training and work study
programming.
For example, Brown said, government
employees could receive training in their
fields or in new fields in University classes.
At the same time. students entering
professions that might be used in the state
government could receive in-service train-

Invite the bunch...
Mix a great, big bucket full of

Serves 32... tastes like a super cocktail!
Greatest drink ever invented Mix a batch in advance,
add ice and 7UP at the last minute ...serve the crowd
right out of the bucket! Smooth 'n delicious. Wow!

Recipe
One fifth Southern Comfort
3 quarts 7UP
6 oz fresh

One 6-oz
One 6-oz

lemon

Noce

can frozen orange juice
can frozen lemonade

Chill ingredients Mix in bucket
adding 70P last Add a few drops
food coloring (optional) and stir

it the help of Gov. James B. Longley,
Brown said.
"He had apparently discussed the idea
with the commissioners of the departments
of Educational and Cultural Services,
Human Services and Mental Health and
Corrections," Brown said. They seemed
to feel there were certain areas where the
University could be of more service to the
state and vice versa."
Longley called Brown, and a meeting
was held in Augusta to discuss the
possibilities. "It was a very productive
meeting," Brown commented.
Now that the resolution has been given
the stamp of approval by the Board of
Trustees. the chancellor's office will start
to compile practical guidelines and specific
instances where is can be applied.
"We'll be starting to work on possible
pilot projects." McCarthy said.
Brown said once the program is under
way, the chancellor's office need not be
involved at all. "The state department
. agency can work directly with the campus
involved." he said.
Brown noted that while Longley is very
supportive of the program. there will be a
new governor and new state commissioners taking office in January.

Man receives court summons
for pursuing women with car
A man was summonsed by UMO police
for driving to endanger. and a pipe was
confiscated from his car, early Sunday said
Terry Burgess, detective for the UMO
department of Police and Safety.
The man was chasing two women down
the sidewalk in front of Corbett Hall with a
car when he was stopped by a police
officer. Burgess said. Unless the owner
contests the confiscation of his pipe, the
police will not determine whether the
residue in it was produced by marijuana,
he added.
Thefts reported to police during the past
week include the display tray from the
cigaretter machine in Stodder Hall, a
wallet and sweat pants from the Memorial

G ni and a tire trom Cumberland's parking
lot.
Several broken windows were reported
also. One. in the men's room at Stodder
cafeteria. was valued at $100.

Other incidents included:
- two infractions for failure to stop at a
stop sign
- a hit and run accident behind Shibles
Hall
- three misdemeanors for uninspected
motor vehicles
- false fire alarms at Knox and Somerset
halls
- a garbage can fire in front of Hart Hall,
which was extinguished by an officer.

Plans for off-campus laundry
still alive, says housing official

lightly Add ice orange lemon
slices Looks and tastes great,

You know is got to be good

ing possibly with work study benefits.
Brown feels the evaluation aspect of the
resolution will come into play soon.
"The sunset laws, requiring periodic
review and evaluation of state government
agencies, will go into law next year," he
said. "It would be a shame to hire
consultants or evaluators from out of state,
as has been done in some instances, when
we have qualified evaluators right here."
McCarthy said his office is going into the
project with "a very positive spirit."
although at this point everyone realizes
there are conflicts to work out.
There are problems with funding. Brown
said.
"Both sides realize that it is not realistic
for the University to provide free services,
nor can it take money for this project away
from another area." he explained. He said
federal grants are available to cover some
of the costs.
There may also be a bit of jealousy
between campuses. he said. There is
sometimes a power sturggle where one of
the seven feels it should be contacted for
this or that area, and instead another
campus is the one chosen, he explained.
The resolution calling for a better
state University relationship came about

by Susan Day
when it's made with

Southern Comfort
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After one false start, a bout with zoning
ordinances and many months of planning.
a laundry facility for off-campus students is
again a possibility for the near future, says
the off-campus housing director.

AVIATION
Are you ready to take on
challenge and adventure??
If you seek to explore the limits of time and space,then Naval Aviation
could be
the means to launch your journey. By the time you qualify to wear Naval
Aviator's wings, you will have faced and conquered challenges that come only
once in a lifetime for a few, very special people. The Navy has vacancies
designed for those who believe themselves capable of the extraordinary with
unlimited advancement opportunity and unusually attractive benefits
including:
• Starting salary to $13.500 increases to $22,000 in 4 years
• Finest flight training in the world
• Free medical, dental care
• Opportunity for travel
• Guaranteed flight training (Sophomore-Senior Years)
Ask your Placement Officer to set up an interview with a Navy representative
when he visits the campus on:
or contact your Navy representative at (617)223-6216 Collect

NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
575 Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02 I 39

John Barry. said Friday that selection of
a site for the faculty has been narrowed to
three choices. All three of the locations are
on campus, alleviating the zoning problems that led to the initial halting of the
project.
The places being considered are: an area
in the basement of Lengyel Gym: an old
manure shed behind Nutting Hall, SO
percent of which is underground and a
barn, once used as storage for the
agricultural engineering department, that
houses canoes.
A fourth location was in the running until
last week but the area—an old fire engine
bay—will be used by the Bookstore for
shipping and receiving storage.
"The one I like best is the big barn."
said Barry. "It's located by the Union. with
the large parking lot, and it has all the
utilities."
Barry added that while the building is
"unattractive" now, it would not take
major work to make it more pleasant.
The idea of a laundry facility for off
campus students originally had the service
located in Orono, rather than on campus.
The location chosen was 126 College Ave.
The project ran into a number of zoning
difficulties, however, and the laundry was
put back into the planning stages.
But Barry and Don Shaw, vice president
of MacGray Co. of Cambridge. Mass.,
helped keep, the idea alive. Shaw's
company was originally to have supplied
the 10 washers and 12 dryers for the
facility. The company also was to add
$5000 to the remodeling funds.
Barry and Shaw have been meeting
"about once a month," said Barry.
Student Government had also agreed to
loan $2000 for the project, and Barry
said
this too is still planned.
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Tenants union planned
by off-campus students
by Debbie Zeigler
A group of off campus students, trying to
"get what they deserve" from Orono's
largest apartment holder, are developing
plans for a tenants union.
The students, all living in buildings
owned by Snively and Ward Associates,
claim their landlord has failed to keep such
promises, ranging from structural improvements and installing insulation to
installing storm windows and electric
baseboard heating.
If carried through, this will be the second
union formed in the Orono area to deal with
tenant-landlord disagreements in the past
two years.
"We're trying to get what we deserve,"
said Eric Carlson, one of the tenants
involved in the planning of the union.
"Last year they charged $250 a month for
this apartment, and it hasn't had one thing
done to it. Now they're charging $350."
Carlson said the landlords have only
taken care of the times promised in the
lease, such as supplying bed frames and
dressers.
Dick Willie. Carlson's roommate, said
other promises were also made.
"S & W were supposed to insulate, put
in storm windows and an electric baseboard heater in the outside porch room,"
he said.
Jack Snively, of S & W Associates, said
he was not aware of the planned tenants
union.
"Everyone's got their right to organize," he said.
He said insulation was not promised but
added, "We do pay for heat."
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J. Christopher Potts, another S & W
tenant, also said the landlords promised to
install baseboard heating and insulation on
his porch.
Potts' porch was partially refinished this
summer, he said. A doorway from the
apartment was built, but no door was
installed, and chips are still hanging from
the newly painted ceiling, he said.
"For a door, there's just a rectangular
hole in the wall," he said.
Snively said the door was not installed to
allow heat to circulate.
Potts said the porch was divided to put in
a room, and that the landlord's promised to
install electricity, heat and insulation. He
added that, at present, the wall dividing
the rooms is a piece of sheet rock.
Snively said. "We do not do shoddy
workmanship, because it's our property
we're working on. We fix things as soon as
possible and the best way we know how."
Tenant Jeff Smith, a senior, said his
apartment was changed from a onebedroom to a four-bedroom apartment
during the summer.

Correction
To clear any misunderstanding
involving the story on the consideration of a mandatory athletic fee (Oct
27), the fee would have to be
student-initiated and approved by a
representative body. David M.
Ames, UMO recreational sports
director, said Monday, "We can't
initiate that. The students would
have to present it."
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FOR 5 OR MORE
244 PERRY ROAD BANGOR 945 astra

"I was not expecting the best. It's
shoddy, but I know the situation," he said.
"I've been in Orono for four years, so I
knew it wasn't going to be plush. I knew it
was going to be expensive and that I
wouldn't get my money's worth."
Another student said he was glad to get
an apartment so close to the University but
that "it really is not all that satisfactory"
for 5113 a room per month.
<:36,'You can't get a straight answer from
th landlord," he said. He said there were
no doors and no hanger closet rods in his
apartment. The storm windows were put
on this week, he added.
The student said the tenant union is a
"good idea" but would need a governing
body to be effective.
Potts said tenants "complained several
times. We went to Student Legal Services
so they could write a letter for us to the
landlord."
Jonathan Rogers. SLS paralegal, said,
"It's the only way to get some effect.
Collective action is much more potent than
one-by-one complaints." He said he
hopes the union is effective.
"There has to be some commitment and
organization on the part of the people. But
it looks good so far," he added.
Potts also said his apartment did not
meet the requirements set by the Orono
housing code and that there is no fire
extinguisher.
Section 19 of the code says handfired extinguishers approved by Underwriters Laboratory Inc. and recommended
by the public safety director must be
installed.
"We do not put fire extinguishers in a
building." Snively said. "When you give a
tenant a fire extinguisher, you have a
person putting too much faith in it as a fire
control tool." He said the fire department
is equipped well enough to handle fires on
their own.
He said one apartment had an extinguisher last year, and the tenants sprayed
it around the apartment4 the end of the
year.
Potts said one of the bedrooms in his
apartment didn't have electricity for a
time.
"If you tried to turn on the light, you got
zapped. The room has no electrical outlet
yet."
The code says each room of the
apartment, including the bathroom, must
have an outlet.
Snively said he hadn't read the code. He
said the bathroom would require a no fault
ground system if an outlet was installed.
"It's not financially feasible," he said.

A Volkswagon bus is pulled out of the mud behind Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity after it was rolled onto its side by vandals
early Friday morning [photo by Arthur Kettle).

Broken bus

The poputet

"WOODS BOOT"
ONLY 9999
r Lace-Up
•Leather uppers
•Durable
waterpro01
bottoms

PLUS: with each woods boot, we will give
you at no extra cost a durable. warm

FELT INNERSOLE

Come in and see us whether you want a
savings or checking account. Maybe
you just want to talk about financeswe are here to help you.
We offer fast efficient service in a
pleasant relaxing atmosphere

Merchants National
Bank of Bangor
69 Main St. Orono

•Non-skid chain
tink soles
•Sizes 7-13
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Letters from
Camp Orono

•

by Dan Warren

Blue jeans fever
The UMO Wilde-Stein club missed the nail
completely in promoting another Gay Blue Jeans
Day on campus.
While their message—gays are human and
deserve to be4Feated as such—is relevant, their
form of expression is a bad choice.
Their proclamation that anyone wearing jeans
on Friday is homosexual or supports gay rights is
not only absurd but harmful to their cause.
Any attempt to ram the issue down students'
throats will be met with rejection and protest.
That was clearly evident last year when
protesting students criticized the club's action in
letters sent to the Campus.
Their action is puzzling, considering there
doesn't appear to be any major conspiracy on
campus designed to suppress gay rights. It's as
if the gays are throwing grass in the air to see
which way it will blow. Unfortunately, for their
purposes, there is no wind.
UMO is a quiet, liberal as far as Maine goes)
community. There usually is not much thought
given to gay rights one way or another. The
prevalent attitude seems to be "You do your
thing as long as it doesn't interfere with mine."
For gays, it would appear, that would be a
desired attitude. No vocal opposition or
discrimination—just complacent indifference.
But now they've broken that balance and
forced people to think about the gay issue, only

nobody's laughing. For many people, this will be
the first time a personal involvement is mixed
with the rights of homosexuals. For some, it will
be an unpleasant experience causing
embarrassment, discomfort and anger.
If Wilde-Stein wanted to procure sympathy
from the public, they certainly went about it in
the wrong way.
Homosexuals don't have to walk around with a
bee up the zinger to get a reaction. But by
proclaiming another Gay Blue Jeans Day, this is
the attitude they project.
Statements like "I hope we do inconvenience
some students" only undermine their efforts to
achieve public approval. It emphasizes the
'them against us" mentality, which is exactly
what gays are trying to eliminate.
While every person or group is entitled to free
speech and afforded the means to express ideas.
the test to be conducted by Wilde-Stein is about
the biggest mistake that group could make.
Critics of the gay movement probably are
rubbing their hands together with a smile on
their face as they recant an old adage, "Give
them enough rope...—
Persons with a genuine interest in equality and
human rights, on the other hand, are just sitting
back pondering the intent of such a move and
calculating when, if ever, its negative effects will
be forgotten.

••••

Dear Mom and Dad.
In the last letter you sent me (the oni_
where you sent my winter hat, with my
name printed in magic marker, and my
scarf, with my name in magic marker, and
a batch of brownies, with my name on each
individual brownie), you asked me if Camp
Orono was a "worthwhile experience.I'll answer you: Is the Pope Polish?
(Pretty funny? That's the latest from
Moose Rogalski. He's a laugh a minute.
Just like the Jannace commercials.)
Dad, remember you said you'd like to
come up to Camp Orono and see a hockey
game sometime? Well. I don't think you'll
be able to. See, Mr. Westerman or Mr. H.
Rudolph Neville. whoever makes these
decisions, has decided to sell all the tickets
before the season starts. They're trying to
sell all season tickets. They might not be
selling snv the day of the games. Season
tickets cost about S40.
That means my friend from Aroostook
Tent won't be able to go. See, he's like me.
he doesn't have much money. Heck, he
doesn't even have enough under his pillow
to pay all the parking fines he owes to the
Camp Orono Police (25 bucks in small bills,
and I don't mention any names. okay.
Cheech?).
Some kids at Camp Orono can't afford
the hockey pass or the all sports pass.
which costs about as much. Some kids can
only afford to spend about S10 a year for a
few games. I guess the bosses at Camp
Orono don't really care about those kids.
huh. Dad? If I had known you had to be rich
to come to Camp Orono. I would's e
brought a Dartmouth banner, a beanie and
learned to say "vaaase- and "tomaaato.'•
So, anyway. Dad, no hockey games. but
if you come up in February. maybe you can
see the new black bear statue in front of the
gym. It's supposed to be up by then.
To get some exercise. I went to the
Library after supper one night this week.
It's a gurarnteed three miles of walking.
It's good for you. trying to find a seat and
all. The library has some nice books. Too
bad they don't have any place to sit down
and read them.
They've got a pretty dumb policy on
reserve reading books at the library. You
get these books for a fev hours at a time
and then they're due. If you bring them
back late, you get charged 50 cents for the
first hour and 25 cents for each hour after
that.
The policy is stupid because a lot of kids.
around exam time, will take the books and
keep them out extra hours. And they're not
worried about the fine, because it's only a
dollar or so. Meanwhile, another kid wants
the book and can't have it to study for the
exam. They ought to jack the fine price up
to. say, a dollar to make it more of a
"deterrent.- Right nov., the poorer
students are getting hurt.
I better not say too many bad things
about the library. Ma, or else my neu
friend. Mikey Welch, will write you a letter
telling you I don't go there much. He's the
boy who likes the counselors from far awas
lands.
I was glad to hear vou put a
jack-o-lantern in Spotties dog house. I just
hope he doesn't eat the candle.
Love.

Maine Campus
The University of Maine at .0rono's student newspaper
since 1875
Th• Maine Campu, IS S twoce-weelily newspaper
published at the University of Mare at Orono
Editorial and Curliness offices are located in 1003
Lord Mall, Orono, Maine , 04473. Tel
207-581-7531 Advertising and subscription rates
available on request Prin,ed at the Ellsworth
American, ElIswor,11 Maine OMOS

BOB GRANGER
Editor
David Karvelas, Managing Editor
John Donnelly, N.WS Editor
Andres Cronkite Copy Editor
Don Warren. Special Protect, Editor

Arthur Kettle, Photo Editor
DOUQ Bailey. Features Editor
Greg Betts, Sports Editor
Dave Nelson. Cartoonist

Melody Foster. Business Manager
Kurt G Anderson, Advertising Manager
Dianna Benner, Production Manager
Dombek, Advertising Artist
Sales Representatives Linda McClellan,
Peter Dionne. Roger Nadeau, Sandy
Raynes Scot Ungley Jane Archibald
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Streetaineering fad
To the Editor:
After reading your recent article on "streetaineering" we felt
we should relate our team's
recent experience at streetaineering.
After spending last Saturday
evening preparing for our assault
at Pat's Restaurant in Orono, our
team rose from our table and
stepped to the street. At this
point, for a few moments we
experienced the miraculous phenomenon described in your article
of actually standing on our feet,
perpendicular to the street.
Within a few seconds, however,
each of us tumbled to the street,
to begin our grueling climb up
Mill Stree.

Although some members of our
assault team suffered memory
lapses and even unconsciousness
at odd points throughout our
climb, we eventually made it
home, safe and warm.
After this brutal episode, many
members of the team required
rest and large doses of aspirin to
combat post climb sickness called
"revognah" in Europe.
We wish the best of luck to the
mall assault team.
Sincerely,
Kevin J. Quinn
David R. Graham
Eric S. VanNote
Old Town

Where will it end?
To the Editor:
The time has come to tell Mr.
Westerman" what he can do with
all of his proposed fees for using
physical education facilities on
our campus. It's getting ridiculous when everything in that
complex requires another fee.
Doesn't our I.D. mean anything
on this campus?
First the lockers, then swim-

ming, skating, weight room and
the latest is a proposed fee for the
use of the field house. If he
continues, he'll soon be sitting
over there in an empty building.
Who knows, we may soon have a
fee to run around the campus.
If he needs money, tell him to
sue one of his wasted football
scholarships.
Ed Martin

reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address. Names will
be withheld only in special circumstances.
Brief letters are advised and all are
subject to editing for grammar, good taste
and available space.

A job well done
To all members of the Equus
production:
The UMO School of Performing
Arts has traditionally presented a
professional performance. The
recent production of Equus went
a step beyond that.
From Dr. Martin Dysart's (Tim
Wheeler) opening speech, to the
frenzied horse-blinding climax to

r--Guest commentary

Dysart's concluding resolution,
audiences were gripped by the
play's intensity.
We'd like to commend everyone involved in the production,
from the people backstage to the
performers.
Sincerely,
The Maine Campus

Robert Faunce--

Economists: 20th century philosophers
Two hundred years from now, mankind, or at least
what is left of it, may look back at the 20th century for
those responsible for the death of resources, the
plague of a polluted and inhospitable environment
and the sterilization of thousands of years of growth
and development of the human soul.
The issues that so intensely arouse our passions
today—racial and sexual discrimination, government
spending. national defense—will have paled into an
unfathomable maze of nothingness. Our descendants
may curse the industrialists who aimed singlemindedly at the balance sheet as the guide to success
or failure.
Or they may swear at the politicians and the
governments they controlled for their abandonment of
rational approaches to land use and social growth. Or
perhaps the society of the 20th century will be the
focus of their wrath, a humanity whose goals and
aspirations seem not to go beyond comfort.
satisfaction and the present generation.
I think if those humans 200 years from now looked
deeply into our society to find the causes, the excuses
and the reasons for what happened, they may uncover
something different. Society does not act independently. It does not roll down a hill in any direction.
We are in the era of the yardstick. We must
measure our success against our goals. If our behavior
is not what might be expected after the millennium of
social development, we need someone to tell us that
it's okay, we're doing fine.
I'll lay this blame, or at least a good part of it, at the
doorstep of the economists.
Economics was an outgrowth of the barter system
of primitive times. If I've got something you want,
and you've got something I need, maybe we can make
a trade. Of course, as countries developed, population
grew and cities flourished, exchange became more
complicated. But economics was always a reflection of
the needs and aspirations of society and as such, was
"social science".
Problems occurred when economists began making
assumptions of human behavior. If A is preferred to
B, and B is preferred to C. A must be preferred to C.
The result of a sophisticated, sometimes illogical
process that humans had been undertaking for
thousands of years was now transformed into a
mathematical statement.
We were now able to assign some type of utility
number to a product and compare it with all other
numbers (and their associated goods). But by itself.
this may have been relatively harmless.

This was, however, only the beginning. Whether
people know it or not, they could never be satisfied
There would always be some marginal benefit to be
had by getting one more unit of good A. More is
always better.
How perfectly this fit into the society of the early
20th century. From this idea was built the fields of
modern advertising, marketing, sales and a dozen
other creations of modern life. For how could any of
these survive without the prospects of an everincreasing, ever more demanding consuming public?
Economists had helped to create a new dimension
to the human soul—it could never be satisfied. And in
search of an ever-illusive bliss point, our capital
became our through-put, and our waste became our
environment.
Economics began as a natural expression of social
needs and desires. It is now in the vanguard of
changing human behavior. With a 24 hour a day
barrage of unsatisfied needs, maximizing behavior
and utility functions, who can blame the masses from
falling into the rhythm? If one didn't know the
geometry of the utility curves, one could starve (or
worse yet—be satisfied).
Economists could justify to the production sector
increased output, to the government sector concentration on G.N.P. as a measure of health of the
country and to the consumers more and more
consumption.
Of course, some economists have given thought to
the equity issues arising out of the incredible gap
between the haves and have nots. But this merely
centers on the question of how to divide the
ever-growing pie, not how big the pie should be.
At any given moment, economists can tell us where
we are, where we've been and where we're going, but
never will you hear where we, as a society, should be.
They claim impartiality and non-advocacy, but the
deck is already stacked.
It may seem outrageous, but somehow not
surprising, that a Nobel prize winner imparted to his
colleagues that the assumptions incorporated into
economic models are not important—only the ability
to predict is of concern.
And a former chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisors argued that the only way we can clean up
pollution caused by our industry is to expand
industrial production so we can afford the clean-up.

I find it especially disheartening that economics, as
a profession, has become so very sophisticated in
measuring production. detailing firm theory and
describing consumer behavior, yet it has barely
broached the subject of equity as it relates to the
by-products of our modern economy.
The answers to pollution and wasteful resource use
lie in a rectification of the market. It failed, so we'll
have to prop it up once more. From such logic come
ideas such as bidding for pollution rights and
"acceptable" levels of harmful chemicals.
They tell us we should make purchasers of
polluting products pay more.(How's this for an equity
issue—the richer you are, the more you can afford to
pollute!) We shouldn't try to legislate pollution away
because it isn't efficient. We should internalize it
instead.
I'll never understand how it is that internalized
pollutants are easier to breathe than non-internalized
pollutants. If a person can breathe now, that's good
enough. Twenty years from now industry will have
expanded to the point where we may have an oxygen
tank in every home.
Although the unbreathable air will have been
attributed to an illogical act of nature (who could
predict that such nasty things would build up in the
environment), it will also provide a nice boost in the
G.N.P. and some new jobs to boot.
Economists have an incredible impact on our
society, yet refuse to face the social implications of
their gospel. They can neatly describe the optimum
size of farms and declare that to maximize food
production. farms under a certain size• should be
combined.
They exclude from their calculations, however, the
societal benefits that may accrue from a part of the
population living of farms or even the benefits to be
had by those individuals living on small farms. These
are hard to maximize, but it is not difficult to measure
gross food production, so they make that their
dependent variable and look to do so at minimum
costs.
Yes, those left in the 22nd century may curse the
economists as the "philosophers" of these times.
Their exhortations and spiritual guidance make us
feel a little better as we use up our resources and foul
our nests.
And if I sound a little bitter, maybe it is because I
was always lousy at geometry, and I could never tell
the difference between my utililty function and my
Achilles' heel.
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Review uses
history papers
from students

Classifieds
For Sale 1971 Leslie 825 speaker system witt
contri preamp, 120 watts RMS. asking $275
call Terry 581-7678 or 7133

$100 REWARD for Information leading to the
arrest and conviction of person(s) stealing
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Called a "vehicle of expression" for
campus history students, the second
annual UMO History Review has just been
published.
The History Review is a collection of
papers and "news notes" from UMO
history students.
Editor Howard Schonberger, associate
professor of history, said Friday he was
"relieved" to get the 42-page publication
finished.
Schonberger said the History Review
was started last year because of a "need
for a vehicle. I felt some students did
excellent work and I or the other professors
were the only ones who ever saw these
works.••

Mettler model #400653 from Am 221 Aubert
between the hours of 12 noon and 4PA4 on
Wednesday Oct 25, 1978 Contact Tim Ames
or Robert Dunlap in Aubert Hall or UMO Dept.
of Police & Safety
FOR SALE
12 x60' Richardson mobile home in small park
on Bennoch Road All set up and ready for
immediate occupancy with 2 bedrooms. to
baths, partially furnished, plus washer Asking
$7500. Call Candy at 989-3848 after 6PM of
days at 947-8631

Sugarloaf Skiers—Season's passes for
one-half price. Students, 'acuity & staff.
Available now thru Nov. 1. 581-2521—
Men's athletic business office or Coach
Foicier's office, Mu men's gym.
SUBSCRIBE to the National Socialist White
People's Party Newspaper-White Power For
free copy write Box 6-12 R.F.D. *2 East
Hoiden, Maine 04.429 or call collect 843-6769
Meeting held in !hoe area every second
Wednesday in each month
nprove your grades Send $1 00 for 356-pagt
Research
all order catalog of Collegiate
'1,250 topics listed Box 25097-B Los Angeles,
1213-477-8225/
lif 90025

For rent rooms, apartments, houses, camps,
Estate Rentals Unlimited.
trailers Contact
Suite 37. 61 Main St Bangor Tel 942-0341

Men-VVomen , Jobs on ships! American.
Excellent
Foreign No experience required
pay Worldwide travel Summer lob or career.
Dept.
Send $300 for Information SEAFAX,

G-8 Box 2049. Port Angeles, Washington
98362.

Michael Chaney, who was one of the six
member editorial board and also had a
paper published in the Review, added
another reason. "It is a vehicle for some
students. but others can read it and have
models for their work," he said.
The publication includes an editor's
preface, six papers. and three news notes,
which are short history -related news
stories.
Schonberger said. "There are papers in
this issue that would be of particular
interest to Maine students.
Among the titles of the papers include,
"Maine Labor and the 8-Hour Day for
Women Workers, 1921-1921" and "1199
and the Maine Medical Center of Portland,
1975-1976."
The publication will be on sale for SI in
the Memorial Union lobby Wednesday and
Friday from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., and can be
bought at the Bookstore and the history
department office.

Thibodeau's
Barber Shop
Specializing in
hair styling and
the Hoffler Sculptur K t
Trims
Shampoos
Shaves
Razor

35 N. MAIN ST..
OLD TOWN
)appointments 827-5531
(
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Mime performers present
Christopher Columbus play
by Nancy McCallum
"Christopher Columbus." a tongue-incheek version of the navigator and his
famous voyage, was presented by the
Celebration Mime Theatre in Hauck
Auditorium Sunday night.
The five-man, four-woman troupe from
South Paris used few props and relied on
their bodies to suggest objects and places.
However, the main emphasis was on
fast-paced humorous dialogue and exaggerated characterizations rather than mime.
The three-act play, written by Michel de
Ghelderode. depicts Christopher Columbus
as a fantasizer—a man who wants to
pursue his dreams. As he plans his trip
in the first act, Columbus admits happily,
"I am a little mad."

ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT
OF
OFF-CAMPUS BOARD
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 8th
ANYONE INTERESTED
IN RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT SHOULD
1) get 50 signatures of off-campus students
2) sign up in the Student Gov't Office (Memorial Union)
THIS IS A PAID POSITION!!
For more information call:
Student Gov't Office in the Memorial Union

The troupe members satirize the peoplc
who try to take advantage of Columbus: thc
empty-headed King of Spain, who wants
his flag to be flown in the new land; the
smooth-talking government official, who
wants to reap monetary profits and gain
control of Columbus' finds; and a Groucho
Marx-type character who as an acquaintance of Columbus, is ready to con his
friend.
The second act has Columbus on his way
to America. Crew members toss restlessly
about and moan, "I want to go home."
but Columbus insists on continuing. De
Ghelderode gives a new perspective on
Columbus' reasons for making the trip: as
the ship nears America, Columbus says. "I
would not like the world to be round, for it
is pleasant to be going nowhere."
When the ship does land. half-crated
South American natives jump aboard in
search of Columbus' whiskey stock. De
Ghelderode once again offers another side
to the tale. The natives say they want the
whiskey to "drown their despair:" the
chief says he and his people know they are
doomed to be taken over by European
explorers. "Make way for the archeologists." says one of the natives, as he drinks
his whiskey. Columbus toasts his illusions.
In the final act, Columbus is back in his
native land. He is presented with medals,
accolades and instant fame by those who
had doubted him in the beginning. He is
a disillusioned man, however.
"I have traveled far. but found myself
nowhere," he says. "I have done a great
deal, but accomplished nothing—the world
is small, but illusion is great."
The aged Columbus then mounts one of
the troupe members, who is Death, and
leaves the room piggy-back style. "This
time I'm going to travel without returning," he says.
The scene fades out and Celebration
reassembles into a vaudeville-like troupe
that bounds around the stage in a
fast-moving "America salutes Columbus"
skit. Columbus stands in the center, a
statue-like figure who has become part of
American history.
The snappy one-liners and smooth
choreography become a sad tribute to a
misunderstood dreamer.
Columbus comments sadly on his
predicament: "But what's the use? No one
listens to a statue anyway."
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Student housing committee weighs proposals
by Barbara Dorsey
By next fall, UMO must once again settle
the dilemma of where to house about 1,000
students. It is estimated that there will be
5.260 requests for housing at Orono. which
has only 4.200 beds available.
A committee on student housing is
presently scrutinizing various proposals for
dealing with the problem. Dwight L.
Rideout, dean of Student Affairs and
chairman of the committee, said the
committee's primary objective is to determine who should be housed at UMO. who
should be at BCC and under what
conditions.
The committee, which consists of three
professors: five UMO students. one BCC
student, one parent and three staff
members, was formed by Thomas D.

Aceto. .ice president of Student Affairs.
upon a request from President Howard R.
Neville in September.
Aceto said he hopes the committee can
"come up with the best possible living and
learning environment for the entering
freshmer, particularly, but for all students
generally."
The committee has met three-times and
has reviewed materials from last year's
Matriculation Committee report. which
strongly recommended high priority housing for freshmen; housing statistics from
the past three years: reports from
Residential Life committees; and a detailed
survey on planned and anticipated offcampus housing for next fall.
Rideout collected information for the off
campus survey from code enforcement
officers in the Bangor-Orono-Old Town

Panhellenic president says
sororities may get building
by Patti Lanigan
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The decision to move three sororities
lone each from Balentine. Kennebec and
Penobscot Halls) to different dormitories
next September will benefit both the Greek
system and all • dorm residents, said
Panhellenic Council President Nancy
Pearson.
The decision was announced by Thomas
D. Aceto, vice president of Student Affairs,
Oct. 18 and resulted from a conflict
between Alpha Omicron Pi sorority and
Penobscot Hall residents. Residents wanted to use the sorority's room. lccated in
Penobscot's basement, for an activity
room. Aceto said the sorority will keep its
room until September and that the
dormitory will get additional space in the
basement now for activities.
"Since the moves will spread us out
more, rush will be more effective—more
people will get to know what sorority is
like," Pearson said. The University will
allocate spaces and the Panhellenic Council
will decide where each sorority goes. based
on room capacity and size of the sorority
said Pearson.
With fewer sororities in Stodder. it may
lose it's "stigma" of being a "sorority
complex.•' she said.
An outgrowth of the space problem is
that sororities may get their own buildings

for meetings rooms and offices within the
next five years, said Pearson. She said the
sororities need a permanent place to meet,
and dormitories need activity space.
The University tentatively plans to
allocate land for the building and indicated
a perspective site, Pearson said, but she
refused to give the location until the
decision is final. The sororities will fund
the construction and "will start fund-raising withing the next month," she said.
For the dormitories, Aceto's decision
will mean more room and more activities.
said Pat Arnold, resident director of
Penobscot Hall. The dorm has been using
the main lounge for all activities, she said.
"We've been juggling activities," she
added.
Arnold said Penobscot residents want
the sorority room to be used by many
people next year. Activities planned
include *weight-lifting, discussion groups.
section meetings. parties, speakers and
coffee houses, she said.
A Dorm Activities Board committee is
looking for a room in the basement of
Penobscot that could (temporarily) be
converted to an activity room. said Arnold.
"The linen service room is being considered. but they have a contract with the
University, so we'd have another place for
them." she said.

New policy gives faculty
seven voices to trustees
by Natalie Slefinger
Faculty of the seven University of Maine
campuses will have greater representation
at future Board of Trustees meetings,
according to a new policy adopted by the
Trustees at their September meeting.
Under the new resolution, each campus
will select a faculty member to attend
meetings of the board and the four
standing committees of the board.
The faculty representative will be able to
speak and initiate proposals but cannot
vote. Previously, the faculty representatives could vote, but only four were allowed
to represent the entire University faculty.
"We've gained three positions, but lost
said Edward Collins Jr., a Council
vote."
a
of Colleges member involved in the
selection of the UMO representative.
Collins said he believes the added
representation will benefit the University.
"It's difficult, with about 1000 faculty
members, to communicate with the board.
We don't have regular access. It's good to
have someone there officially instead of
just listening to the administration. We
gained."
Collins said the four faculty votes were
not very influential and that changes ssould
probably not be made.
John Donovan, the trustee who sponsored the resolution, echoed Collins's statements.
"The faculty is helpful in decision and

policy-making," he said. "Their help can't
be measured."
Donovan said he introduced the resolution because the trustees wanted as much
input as possible. The faculty views were
listened to carefully, he said, and he said
he expected the old relationship of
congeniality to continue.
Gratan Murphy. a faculty representative
on the board from 1975 to 1977. said he
ginelieves the faculty influence would be
lessened and downgraded the proposal.
Murphy also said he had not studied the
new policy and hadn't given it much
thought.
During his years on the board. Murphy
said the faculty had great input.
"The faculty was well represented." he
said. — and the University benefited. We
were the only representatives, except for
students, who had any day-to-day dealings
with the University."
The representatives will be selected by
each campus president. At UMO, the
Council of Colleges last week nominated
three members. President Howard R.
Neville is expected to select the representative soon.
Representatives were formerly chosen
by the faculty liason council, with the four
representatives chosen from the combined
system. The liason council has recently
disbanded because of the collective
bargaining position and the qnionization of
the faculty.

area. It indicated that a possible 670 new
apartment units would be built by next
September.
"We've got a lot of ideas out on the table
right now." said Susan LaRochelle, a LIMO
student on the committee. The committee
has covered a great deal of ground since it
started, she said.
After reviewing the available data and
discussing possible solutions to the housing problem. the committee has come up
with nine alternative proposals and their
corresponding impacts. Included among
these are:
—Removing graduate students from
Estabrooke.
— Moving one or more academic programs to BCC.
— Housing all freshmen at Orono in

"overcrowds" and requiring all upperclassmen to live with upperclassmen.
The committee plans to have one definite
proposal prepared for Aceto by Nov. 17.
said Rideout. The committee will probably
have an open forum before submitting the
final proposal, he added.
Aceto said he hopes to have a decision on
the new housing situation by Christmas
vacation. The entering freshmen class
would then be aware of next fall's situation
he said.
Recruitment for the freshmen class has
been seriously hurt by the triple situation,
Aceto said.
"Students are going out of state or to
private schools with less crowded conditions." he said.

Vote for a capable and
energetic person willing to
serve Maine citizens full-time!
MAINE SENATE DISTRICT 26

PATRICIA A. CLARK (DEM.)
FAVORS: More money for student aid.
holding tuition at present level, student
on Board of Trustees.
Students living on campus and north of bridge vote at
Newman Center, College Ave. Ward #1. Students living
in Ward #2 south of bridge, vote at Community House.
Bennoch Rd.
SENATE CAMP A‘GN
patd tor by CLARK FOR

Pamela O'Leary-treasurer
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LIFE &CASUALTY

If you compare,
you'll select /Etna...
If you don't
compare,don't say
we didn't warn you!
Lindon S. Brown 947-3481
Daniel R. Guerette 947-7746
Business Hours 8:30 - 4:30
Call: 942-5279

The /Etna College Plan...
Life Insurance for students
,Etna Life Insurance Company,
Hartford, Connecticut
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by Mark Lehr
It is befitting the size of Maine's Second Congressional
District that the upcoming Nov. 7 ballot be crowded with
the names of seven candidates. The second district,
which includes Bangor and surrounding Penobscot
County. is geographically the largest congressional
district east of the Mississippi River.
The seven names scheduled to appear on the ballot are
Democratic candidate Markham Gartley, Republican
candidate Olympia Snowe, and independent candidates
Frederick Whittaker. Robert Burmeister. Margaret and
Robert Cousins tan original husband and wife team now
running separately because of an attorney general's
ruling) and Eddie R. Shurtleff.
The latest results of a statewide voter opinion survey
conducted by the Bangor Daily News shows Snowe
leading:
Snowe, 34.2 percent will vote for. 18.5 percent leaning,
for a total of 52.7 percent.
Gartley. 15.3 percent will vote for, 8.3 percent leaning,
for a total of 23.6 percent.
Five independent candidates. 1.0 percent will vote for,
1.9 leaning, for a total of 2.9 percent.
Undecided, 20.8 percent.
The results also show that Snowe has a larger percent
age of the female vote, than Gartley, (39.1 to 30.4
percent), and that she is holding on to her Republican
vote better than Gartley is his Democratic bloc.
Gartley, 33, a former commercial pilot for Eastern
Airlines who learned to fly in the Navy, describes himself
politically as "a moderate to conservative Democrat."
Nominated by a large majority in the primary elections
last June. Gartley said he believes his Democratic
constituency is firmly behing him. "I'm responding to
the working men and women.
s
Nominated by a large majority in the primary election
tic
Democra
his
believes
he
said
Gartley
last June.
ing to
constituency is firmly behind him. "I'm respond
he
the working men and women. These are my voters."
said.
In a gesture to his tax-paying voters. Gartley said he
has
will forfeit his secretary of state salary—which he
political
his
of
duration
the
r
1974—fo
since
been earning
campaigning.

"I don't think it's fair to the taxpayers that I draw a
salary if I'm not there putting in the hours." Gartiey
said.
Using his performance as secretary of state as a
campaign theme. Gartley said he concentrated on ways
to improve government service without making it cost
more.
"I began to appreciate what can and can't be done in
government, what should and shouldn't be done. I
learned how much programs should and shouldn't cost."
To guard against increasing the cost of government.
Gartley was one of the first candidates to back the effort
to place a constitutional limit on Maine government
spending. Gartley also said he would like to see a
constitutional spending limit at the federal level.
Gartley supports sunset legislation as another
approach to the problem of sprawling bureaucracy. This
legislation would require federal agencies to prove the
necessity of their continuation in terms of performance.
A congressional oversight committee would periodically
review particular agencies to insure that outdated or
inefficient programs do not continue to waste money.
Gartley's campaign expenses accumulated until Oct.
10 amounted to about $59,000. He had proposed a
$50,000 limit on campaign spending to his political
oppononets in September, but "there was no unanimous
agreement among us." Gartlev said.
to
"There was no political advantage for me to adhere
already
the idea unilaterally. Some of my opponents had
proposal."
spent more than the limit at the time of the
ge in his
advanta
political
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Gartley perhaps
Dickey-Lincoln
support for the construction of the
hydroelectric project. This is one of the more visible
issues distinguishing him from his opponent Snowe.
"Dickey-Lincoln is the only proposal I know of that is
feasibly possible and that will provide the necessary
peaking power for New England," he said.
Gartley also favors smaller hydroelectric projects
the
throughout the state and harnessing the tides and
an
sun and developing wood, a commodity Maine has
of.
abundance
Olympia Snowe, 31, was a UMO senior in 1969. a state
And
representative in 1973 and a state senator in 1976.
s.
congres
for
running
now she's
this
•.'2•I'm very positive about my chances for winning

Markham Gartley

Energy
Gartlev

Snowe

Gun control

Dickey-Lincoln.
Supports this project and smaller
hydroelectric plants in Maine.
Should spend research and development now to relieve dependence on foreign oil.

opposed t )legislation. Does
effectively ieet it's objectivE

Dickey-Lincoln•
opposed. Costs in natural resources too high for energy
Maine would gain.
Nuclear Power:
Can't be eliminated as option,
but federal government responsible for safe waste disposal.

opposed. Ineffective crime
terrent.

Whittaker
Dickey-Lincoln:
Opposed.

Olympia Snowe

Laws we now have are adequa
"If they are enforced, tht
should be no problem."
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Though much of her work in the Maine
of her first
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legislation for
t
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elected
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"I will support all tax legislation
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Congress.
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work.
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to
people
an incentive for
said.
Snowe
"
pocket,
back in the consumers
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"Kemp-Roth is a plan which would
of all of us."
ing
well-be
the
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economy of the country
The five independent candidates, estimated to draw
red a
about 2.9 percent of the total vote, are not conside
.
District
Second
the
in
force
l
major politica
Frederick Whittaker. a former Bangor mayor and a
state senator in Maine's 101st Legislature, resigned his
presidency at the Bangor Theological Seminary this year
just prior to entering the second district race.
Whittacker. president of BTS for 26 years, is stressing
his maturity and administrative experience over his
political opponents. "I'm old enough to be the father of
all of them." he said.

Whittaker said he would like to see the federal
government "put as much money into railroad
restoration as it is currently spending on the interstate
highway system." He said restoring both freight and
passenger services will create more jobs and conserve
energy.
Other campaign themes include greater use of
hydroelectric power, expanding financial aid to students
in the form of tax-credits, making jobs and housing a
national priority and reforming the present social
security system.
Bob and Mardie Cousins originally intended to run as a
team before the state Attorney General's office ruled
otherwise. They are now on the ballot separately.
The Bangor couple suggest there is a major conspiracy
among big-name politicians to keep the power to
themselves.
They say their efforts are undermined by the "political
machinery" of the two major parties.
Bob, who describes his occupation as an energy
a 33
"tinkerer", disagrees with the polls and says he has
percent chance of winning.
s
Because the ballot is listed alphabetically, Mardie'
to
Bob
ed
prompt
which
n
name will appear first, a situatio
He
support his wife's candidacy over his own.
their
both
reduce
would
votes
split
acknowledges that
chances for election.
on
Eddie Shurtleff is running an economy campaign
surged
has
Snowe
a
Olympi
t,
about $500. By contras
beyond the $100,000 mark.
s
But Shurtleff, a John Birch Society member, believe
to run
his bare-bones approach to politics will allow him
ment
in more than one election. He would slash govern
tax.
income
the
abolish
and
spending by 50 percent
race
Bob Burmeister is the only independent in the
r.
manage
gn
campai
with a paid
a
Although his candidacy is estimated to pull in only
in
fraction of the vote, he views himself as a viable choice
the Second District.

Security
Burmeister advocates a change in the Social

the
system that would take retirement plans away from
federal government and place them with private
institutions.

kham Gartley

Death penalty

Gun control

opposed to legislation. Doesn't
effectively meet it's objectives.

In certain cases.

-t

opposed
terrent.

Ineftective crime de-

Laws we now have are adequate.
"If they are enforced, there
should be no Problem."

Might favor in certain cases—"a
deterrent to heinous crimes, such
as multiple murders."

Against.

Frederick Whittaker
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•Perhaps notghosts...perhaps so
[continued from page 11
Duncan MacKellar was alone in the ram the night the
ghost visited him.
He had just closed the ram door and was lying in bed
when he heard the tire escape door open. "That's
strange," he thought, "I didn't hear anyone coming up
the fire escape."
MacKellar heard footsteps and called out to them. No
answer. Slipping quietly out of his bed, he slowly
backed down the hallway between the cubicles toward
the door. He heard a bang and called out again. Again
no answer. just the sound of footsteps.
Reaching the wall. MacKellar turned on the lights
but saw nothing.
He searched the room and, except for a chest of open
drawers and the open fire escape door, found nothing
out of place. Yet something or someone had been in the
room. He was sure of it.
MacKellar has heard The Legend too.
The ghost story that started spiritualism—and
perhaps the most important ghost story in the 19th
century—took place in a broken-down wooden house in
the small rural community of Hydesville in Wayne
County, N.Y.
There lived John D. Fox. a poor Canadian farmer
who had come to the United States with his wife and
three children. Margaret, Catherine and Leah. All the
members of the :family were devout Methodists.
On a March morning in 1848, strange rappings and
knockings were heard in the house. They continued
throughout the following days and nights. growing in

intensity, until at the end of the month, the whole
building was literally being shaken to its rickety
foundations.
Quite by chance, while the noises were occurring.
Catherine. age 7. clapped her hands. Almost
immediately there was an answering clap. She snapped
her fingers. Back came a snapping sound. The
10-year-old Margaret clapped and was similarly
answered. She ran in amazement to get her parents.
John Fox and his wife followed the lead of their
daughters and attempted to communicate with the
ghost by means of a series of raps. In return the spirit
conveyed to them the message that he was the ghost of
Charles Rosmer. an itinerant peddler who had been
murdered on the property.
Of all the people who claim to have seem or heard the
ghost at ATO. Bellemere's is probably the most
frightening. Not only did he see the ghost. he saw it
disappear before his eyes.
Bellemere was asleep in the ram one afternoon. As
he woke he had that strange sixth-sense feeling of
being watched.
When he looked past the foot of his bunk bed, he saw
the head and shoulders of a boy staring at him.
The boy looked normai. perhaps slightly out of date
with his cotton print shirt, but he could have been any
other college student. But Bellemere had never seen
this boy before, so he asked him who he was.
The boy didn't answer. Instead he vanished in an

went
instant. Bellemere blinked in disbelief and
running downstairs.
"I don't know if what I saw was real." Bellemere
don't
said, "but it seemed real to me at the time. I still
ghosts."
in
believe
Ghosts, coincidence. hoax? Who knows?
The people who have seen or heard strange
rumblings in the house talk openly about it. They don't
care if anyone believes them or not. They know what
they saw and heard and felt—and it was spooky.
perhaps so.
Perhaps not ghosts

100LbJe
Seafood h
Baked Stu
Burgundy c
Casserole. I
much, more
$595
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Following the battle of Mons. Belgium. on August
26, 1914. the British Expeditionary Force was in retreat
and pursued by a unit of German Calvary. Expecting
certain death. the British turned and saw to their
astonishment a squadron of phantom calvary between
themselves and the German cavalry.
The German horses were terrified and stampeded in
all directions. From the German side came an account
that their men refused to charge a point [where the
British line was broken] because of the presence of a
large number of British tr000ps.
According to Allied records, there was not a single
British soldier in the area. An army chaplain recorded
that he had heard accounts of the apparition from a
general and two of his officers. The retreat was
successfully accomplished, and soldiers of both armies
believed that they had seen a spectral army of angels.

•Labor board hears former officer's suit
, continued from page 1]
The $50.000 suit is asking $35,000 in
damages to Denbow—S10,000 in actual
damages and S25.000 in punitive damages—plus. $15,000 in damages to the
Teamsters for intimidation to its members.
Denbow and the Teamsters reportedly
maintained that the dismissal was illegal
because no valid reason was given for his

reason was that. "Mike didn't have what it
would take to be a police officer.
"They just wanted a sacrificial goat.
They wanted to flex their muscles and fire
somebody. They picked Mike." he said.
Denbow. who now works at a CETA
funded job, a jailer at the Cumberland
County Jail. Portland. could not be reached

for comment.
His suit has gone through University
channels and the U.S. District Court in
Bangor before going to MLRB.
We had a hearing in federal court but
the issue wasn't resolved," said Samuel J.
D'Amico, associate vice chancellor for
employee relations. "The judge sent it
back to MLRB where he thought it should
be solved."
(continued from page 1)
Both sides can appeal the MLRB
jeans either in support or in spite of the decision and bring it to court, Stilphen
club's dictum. He said that would be the said. "But." he added, "The courts
same as a homosexual saying, "The hell usually back their (MLRB's) decision up."
with it. I'm going to cross my legs in public
At present. though. according to
anyway."
Stilphen and D'Amico, an out-of-court
Although last year's Jeans Day was part settlement is being discussed.
of a national movement, this year's event is
"The attorneys are conferring for a,
sponsored entirely by the UMO Wilde- settlement but these things tend to move
Stein club.
slow." D'Amico said.

dismissal.
The University stated as its reason.
"Belligerance and hostility and refusal to
carry out assigned duties."
Stilphen, though, said the implied

Stilphen said a $400 settlement had been
proposed by the Teamsters but the
University didn't accept it. "They didn't
want to give any money out." he said.
Denbow. he explained. spent $400 from
his savings after being fired from the
UMPD and an additional S400 looking for
another job. Denbow, he said, wanted to be
re-imbursed for the money spent looking
for the job.
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In addition, Stilphen said. Denbow
wants a letter from Alan Reynolds. UMPD
Director. "Mike wants a letter saying he
wasn't fired because he was a bad officer."
When asked about the $400 settlement
outside of court. D'Amico replied. "That's
the first I've heard of the $400 figure." He
added, "We are willing to make certain
accomodations." D'Amico wouldn't specify the accomodations.
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A story
Streetaineer John Capen looks at the weather before quickly getting underway on his
horizontal climb from Stevens Hall to the Memorial Union Friday. Dave Goolay finds it
rough going at the halfway mark but the champagne at the peak was well worth it. Ten
students carried out the "Monty Python .'like skit Friday before a lingering crowd (photos
by Arthur Kettle].

Soil judgers place second
The UMO Soil Judging Team
placed second in the Northeast
Regional Collegiate Soil Judging
Contest held Saturday in Hunterdon
County, N.J.
Only the University of Maryland
scored more points in competition
between the 12 major colleges of the
Northeast. Penn State placed third.
UMO team member Greg Porter
turned in the highest individual
score of the day, a total of 453.
By placing second, the team is
now eligible to compete in the
national contest, to be held in North
Dakota this spring. Last year the

team placed first in the regional
contest and competed in the national
contest in Arizona.

The 12-member team is trained by
Rollin C. Glenn and Terry Bourgoin,
the team coach, of the department of
plant and soil sciences, with the help
of the USDA Soil Conservation
Service and other professionals
within the department.
Selection of the team members.
Glenn said, is based on their
performance in the soil judging class
and in local soil judging contests.
In the judging, Glenn said,
students are required to accurately
evaluate soil and land characteristics
to classify soils and rate soils for uses
such as basements, septic tanks,
roads and streets. A total of four
sites usually must be judged.
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f'EFINCYS TACO
STAND

SIGN UP FOR YOUR
EARBOOK PORTRAIT SITTING
Starting Monday, Oct. 30
Sitting and Prism Portrait are FREE

The 1978 PRISM is Here!
Pick it up in 107 Lord Hall
Sign up starting Monday in 107 Lord Hall

MEXICIIII
FOOD
Tacos
•Burritos
•Enchlladas
OPEN
*Chill
11:30 am
•Chill-Dogs
-11:30 pm •Guacamole
Tel: 989-1330 •Veg. Food
515 So. Main *Soups
Brewer
*Salads

77 LTD II
N•gott
No.
021
troon Va. auto.. PS.
•myl Int•rior. boIN •
old.ngs

•Buddhist

$4088
'continued from page II
"It was a nice discussion. I can't
tell which way he's going to decide.
He should be quite aware of
Michele's position, let's put it that
way," Esty-Kendall said.
'He (Neville) told us, 'No decision
waits for a week on my desk,' he
said, referring to the Thursday
announcement.
Earltinez's request to keep her
laboratory animals alive had been
previously denied by John H.
Wolford, chairman of animal and
veterinary sciences, and James M.
Clark, vice president of Student
Affairs.
Earltinez said she has been
researching her case for a year.
The course involves clipping ears
and drawing blood of rabbits, rats
and other small animals.
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N•reltup
No. 79
Rad V@ •uto
PS
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ta

$4088
OPEN MON.-FRI
8 TO 8
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Marquis runs rampantin upset win over Lafayette
Senior tailback sets new marks
for rushing attempts and yardage
by Greg Betts
They were supposedly ready for burial
and plans were set for the wake and a final
mourning period this past weekend before
a small gathering of friends and relatives at
home. Only problem was these Black Bears
weren't quite dead yet.
Led by the inspired running of senior
John Marquis, three interceptions by
safety Bob Laberge and a gaudy 348 yards
total offense. Maine stunned Lafayette for
the second straight year, beating the
Leopards 31-25 at Alumni Field Saturday.
Marquis saw his name etched into the
UMO record books twice, as he shattered
Rudy DiPietro's single game rushing mark
(194 set against Central Conn. last year) by
rambling for 208 yards on an even more
incredible 49 carries,. another new mark.
Marquis also broke the New England
record for carries in a game, formerly held
by Bob Mitchell of Vermont with 47.
"It feels just great," said Marquis.
"The entire offensive line was the key.
Holes were just opening up everywhere. I
was getting really tired, but I just kept
running it. I had no idea I had the record
until someone yelled at me on the sideline
late in the game."
An emotionally drained coach Jack
Bicknell said afterward that the game plan
had been simple—just grind out as much
vardage as possible on the ground.
"I made up my mind to give it to
Marquis a lot because I didn't want to do
anything tancy. Nothing seemed to be
going right for us on offense in recent
weeks. so I just wanted to put the ball on

the ground," said Bicknell.
And that's exactly what the Bears did, as
they scored on their first two possessions of
the game. With 8:47 left in the first
quarter, Chris Scontras blew past the goal
line from two yards out, capping a 54 yard
drive, which included four first downs.
Minutes later when Lafayette was forced
to punt from their 40 yard line, freshman
Peter Ouellette broke the return for 68
yards giving the Bears great field position
on the Leopards 18 yard line and scoring
four plays later on a one yard keeper by
quarterback John Tursky. Ouellette, who
also subs as the Bears third string
quarterback, gained 101 yards on two punt
returns for the day in a sparkling
performance.
"I'm so damn happy for these kids,
because last week was so rough for them,"
said Bicknell. "The only time you can say a
team is bad is when your kids give up, but
not these guys." Bicknell praised safety
Bob Laberge for his record-breaking three
interceptions, saying Laberge never gave
up during the season even though he had
not started in the two previous games.
"Bob's been having his problems the
past couple weeks. He had been benched
before this game, but he never got
discouraged and never gave up and came
into today's game with a great attitude and
did a super job for us."
Bicknell, like everyone else in attendance, couldn't say enough about the
offensive line's performance, which simply
mowed people over all afternoon long. The
Maine coach singled out junior John Morin
who filled in for Bill Leroy at center.

Maine's John Marquis sprints to the outside for some of his record 208 yards
rushing in Saturdays 31-25 win over Lafayette. [photo by Bill Mason]
"Morin took over for our best offensive
lineman (Leroy) and in a pressure situation
did a great job for us. He, along with Rich
Leonard and the rest of the offensive line,
played unbelievably for us." said Bicknell.
There were a lot of happy football
players in the locker room whooping it up
after the game, but none could have been
happier than John Morin.
"It's been three years for me here, and
tc get back into the swing of things after
being on the bench so long is great. Billy
(Leroy) was behind me all the way on the
sidelines and was like my own personal
coach.
Maine's defense, led by Laberge, Jay
Kelly, and of course Chris Keating
made the ditterence in the second half as

lead. Neither team could manage anything
offensively in the third period, as veteran
Keating resembled more of a grizzly than a
Black Bear, as he was all over the field
finishing the afternoon with 19 tackles in
yet another terrific performance for the
Cohasset, Mass. native.
Mike Hodgson's 24 yard field goal with
8:48 left to play seemed at the moment all
the cushion the Bears would need for their
first home victory of the season. But of
course it couldn't be that easy for Bicknell
and his squad, as the Leopards threatened
late in the game. Quarterback Mike Fritz,
who was forced into action for Lafayette
due to injuries to their top two signal

the Bears prot xted their 28-18 half time

(continued to page 141

callers, directed the Leopards down field,
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BUY IT
FROM Us!

•OUTSTANDING TRUCK SPECIALS!!

YOU CAN'T BUY BETTER FOR LESS!
'78 GRANADA

If you're not satisfied
with your automobile

EXTRA SPECIAL!!
'75 FORD
Musseng. 2 plus 2,
Tallow 4 aryl., standar,/
Iran, mail*, bush.",
mat.991A

'74 DODGE

'74 TOYOTA

0100, VS. auto. PS, bluo
No. 229•.

Picbup, 4 cyl standard
r11141. No. 564*

$1750

$1850

$2688
'74 OLDS 98

'7S JEEP

4 door No 7734. Blue.
VS. auto., PS. PS. •ir
cond.. •MiIM, dooms,
10/1

IN•gon•rtr VS auto
coppar No 211311

$2288
'74 LTD 4 DR.
Oro.,• cyl.. AT PS, PS
tIntad glos. No.11117•
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'75 FORD
PS

$2750

'77 DOW
•

4150 Vain VS, •,..10
gold. No. 1313311

.00

'75 VW BUS
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'76 FORD

$3450
0200 V

'77
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Pack F
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'77F0!&
ditpiya.•••

Supart•b, VS 4 *food
blue No. 13411

$2750
'73F0
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MAKE OFFER
'75 DODGE
Won. VS, auto. PS, rod.
No.675A

MAKE OFFER
'74 I.H.
Plaits., VS auto
...lat. No 797•

850

‘5150

50

MAKE OFFER

OW FASHIONED

'73 BUICK
N.
C•noury Wagon
y.4,
463111 Maroon
ochre IS PS luggage
pl•s.
retki

'76 GMC

'75 DODGE
0.100, 4 cyl., auto
vehlt• No.7054

PS

1200. 6, 3 maMM,
No.673A.

'65 INC

'75 CNEV
0104.... 6 cyl., PS blurs,
No 21MAI

1600 Plivilorn•
sp.srl No 32941
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499 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR

TEL.9424631

011

MAKE OFFER

OPEN MON.-FRI.
8 TO 8
SATURDAY
8 TO 5

SOLD WM1 INTEGRITY-

PS,

PS,rak

$2850 MAKE OFFER
$2450
$1988
NEVER A DEALER PREPARATION OR HANDLING CHARGE ADDED!
$2288

4 cyl 3 wood Slurs No
7031•

BACKED BY SERVICE
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Hockey team drops close one to UNH
by Danno Hynes
If Saturday night's performance was an
indication of what lies ahead, UMO hockey
fans have better prepare themselves for
one helluva hockey season.
The Black Bears, only in their second
year as a varsity sport. dropped a thrilling
7-6 exhibition game to Division I powerhouse University of New Hampshire.
"It was an awfully, awfully good
game," coach Jack Semler said Sunday.
It was a very physical game and one of

the fastest ones I've ever been associated
with."
UMO drew first blood on a power play
goal by freshman center Robert Lafleur to
go ahead 1-0 in the opening period. The
scoring see-sawed back and fourth up
through the third period as the teams
played dead even. Then, with eight
minutes remaining in the game. center Joe
Crespi put the Black Bears in front 6-5 with
an unassisted goal.
UNH tied it up three minutes later, and
it appeared the teams were heading for a

How would Freud
relate to O'Keefe?

Black Bear attack. Other goals were by
Andre Aubut and two by Joe Crespi.
Assists went to Aubut, Dwight Montgomery, Tom Leblond. Jamie Logan, Rick Cote
and Brian Hughes. UNH outshot the Bears
35 to 25 but also logged more penalty
minutes by a 21 to 16 margin.
Semler said the team will work on their
power play and defense when playing at a
two-man disadvantage, as they prepare for
their season opener at Mr. Allison this
weekend.
Reflecting on the results of Saturday's
exhibition, Semler said: "The big thing for
us is that after a big game like this, a lot of
teams will be looking for us.
"We are already establishing one of our
goals for the season," said Semler, "and
that is to start fast and set standards for
ourselves on what we can do and be
satisfied with nothing less."

tie. With 2:07 showing on the clock,
however, the Bears found themselves two
men short on penalties. Semler's young
team fought to preserve the tie but with 43
seconds left in the contest UNH came up
with powerhouse score to go ahead.
"I am very proud of these guys." Semler
said."We thought we had them, but we let
it slip away with those two penalties. So
many guys played really well in their first
game against this level of competition.
fhe second-year coach praised the
goaltending performances of Jim Tortorella and Jeff Nord.
"Their improvement since last year has
been Ternarkable," Semler said. "I was
also very pleased with defensemen Dave
Ellis. He played an excellent and very
physical game."
Robert Lafleur's hat trick paced the

Cold_ Net warming
Hearty. full bodied flavor. Net smooth ai id CO tO, IFSj dow
And.0 Keefe develops a big head on contact.
Conflict. Conflict. Trauma. trauma Freud s diagnosis)
We think he would have said. It s too good to gulp. And you will. too
In the final analy

Sports Shorts
UMPI wins field hockey title
Favored Colby took its lumps in the state championship field hockey
tournament held over the weekend at Bovvdoin College. The University of Maine
at Presque Isle took the title by beating the University of Southern Maine in the
final round, 4-1. USM and UMPI got into the finals by beating Colby and UMO
respectively. The Black Bears fell by a 2-1 score to the Owls.
"We should have beat them," Maine coach Deb Davis said. "We outplayed
them and had the opportunities, but we didn't capitalize on them.— UMPI
applied for post-season play in the New England regional tournament, but
results have not yet been released.
Davis, whose team beat Colby 2-0 in the consolation final, is already looking
forward to next year. The field hockey squad is losing only one senior. "We
should have a super season next year," Davis said.

Soccer team ends season with loss
The 1978 UMO soccer season came to a dismal end Saturday as the University
of Vermont shut out Maine 7-0. UVM outshot the Black Bears 33-8 and scored
five times in the second half to break open what had been a hard-fought game.
For first year coach Doug Biggs the season proved to be a frustrating one, as
his squad was outscored by a 2-1 margin by the opposition this year. The Bears
finished with an 0-6 record in the Yankee Conference and an overall mark of
4-10.

Wood nears punt record

Ale
Golden
It's tog good to gulp.
-41111r

Senior Steve Wood needs only three kicks to break the school's record for
most punts in a season this weekend at Delaware. The Fairfield native has 65 for
the year as he closes in on Mike Porter's record of 67 set in 1972.

•Won't 'roll over' to Delaware

•'lib,.

(continued from page 13]
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capping off the drive with a six yard
touchdown run by tailback Ed Rogusky

1
0
6
SIP

SKI SUGARLOAF U.S.A.
SEASON PASSES

Regular

Noir

$275.00

I/2

$137.50

PRICE
LAST WEEK

•

ON SALE at the Athletic business offices- Memorial Gym from 9-5 daily.

with 6:39 left to play.
But that was as far as the visitors would
get, as Laberge picked off his third
interception of the day with less than a
minute to play to ruin a last ditch Lafayette
comeback drive.
The Black Bear's record now stands at
2-5-1 with three games remaining on the
year.

WME
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Looking forward to his team's game with
the powerful Delaware Blue Hens, who
were beaten by The Citadel 21-14 this
week, Bicknell said the team is traveling
south with only one thing in mind—to win.
"We're not going to lie down and roll
over for anyone," said Bicknell. "There's
no reason why we can't go down there and
give them one hell of a game."
Co-captain Chris Keating may have said
it best for the seemingly reborn Black
Bears. "They better look out, because
we're going down there and surprise
them."

PAY NOW—PICK UP YOUR PASS AT THE LOAF
THE FIRST TIME YOU SKI!

FREE SHAMPOO
With all shear cuts
Wed. & Thurs. only
Good through Nov. 30

MUSICK

Don Hoxle
947-4870
Rick Crocker
947-3924
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WMEB expanding campus sports coverage
by Charlotte McAtee
Radio coverage of a sports event is often
taken for granted. It's always there.
WMEB, the "voice of the University of
Maine," is there. This year they are
broadcasting 10 out of 11 football games,
all 32 ice hockey games, 19 out of 24
basketball games and all of baseball.
This is an incredible rise for a station
that didn't even have a sports director in
December of 1975, when the position was
abolished as "unnecessary" according to
station manager B.L. Elfring.
"There was no planning, no effort, no
road games," said Elfring. "It was just a
matter then of 'oh, let's go down to the
football field and do the game.' "
In the fall of 1976, when Elfring and Bob
Salt, ‘4 ho is now sports director, were
coy ering tootball. they worked out the idea
of doing road games during basketball
season. That winter they covered six away
games, including one in Bangor.
Underwriting was the key, Elfring said.
"Randy Reil did all the sales work for us,"
he said. "The response was great and
made things very successful."
WMEB also receives funds from the
General Student Senate, and the station is
currently working on a campaign to alumni
to become "friends of WMEB," especially
those who worked on the station in the
past. Underwriting, however. foots the bill
for the sports department.

Salt and Elfring became involved
in broadcasting because, "we were the
only two i(l'iots who wanted to do sports
broadcasting here," Elfring joked.
"Actually. I wanted to get practical
experience, and it would be easier at a
school this size than one where you have to
fight it out with 50 or 60 people."
This year there are 19 people working for
WMEB's sports department. Peter Madigan, who covered ice hockey with Elfring
last year, will continue in the same position
he garnered as a freshman.
"Pete was in the right place at the right
time," Elfring said. "Hockey had just
started, and we needed someone who knew
about the game, to be our 'color' man.
Peter played hockey in high school and
expressed interest in broadcasting, and
he's got the job."
Greg Betts, who will handle the
play-by-play broadcasts for basketball this
season, also walked into a spot when
Elfring left the position open to do hockey.
Others will be worked in gradually to do
some of the color commentary for
basketball according to Salt.
The increase in people covering sports
"helps us cover all events," Salt said.
"We can send someone to an event we're
not broadcasting and have them write up a
story for the news."
Sports news has also been expanded at
WMEB. On weekdays there is the "sports

report" at 9:30 a.m., and on Sunday there mine. We couldn't find him after the game
is the "Weekend Wrap-up" of sports and ended up sleeping in our car in his
including about 10 minutes ot UMO sports. driveway. It was 10 below zero. We kept
The broadcasting teams usually travel to turning the heater on every 10 minutes so
road trips ir private cars, with the we wouldn't freeze."
exception of ice hockey, where Madigan
Expansion is still in the works for
and Elfring travel with the team because WMEB sports. "Last year we did our first
room is no problem.
women's basketball game, and we hope to
"We've had some pretty crazy things do more this year," Elfring said.
happen," Salt said. "When we went to
Burlington, Vt., for a basketball game, we
"Right now I'm getting psyched for
were supposed to stay with a friend of hockey. I can't wait."

Play-by-play announcer B.L. Elfring [left] and color commentator Pete Madigan will
kick off WMEB FM's winter sports broadcast season this Friday night at 7:20 p.m.
.from Sackville, N.B. when the UMO hockey team takes on Mount Allison University
[photo by Arthur Kettle].

Lady Bears win
state tennis title
by Scott Cole
Topping off a very successful season, the
UMO women's tennis team copped the
state tennis championship Saturday at
Colby College in Waterville. The Bears
finished with 33 points followed by Colby
with 26, Bowdoin 16, Bates 15, UMPI 12
and USM 2.
CMOs Kris Everett and Pam Cohen
squared off in a classic match for the Maine
state singles championship. Freshman
Pam Cohen ultimately prevailed with a 6-1.
3-6. 6-4 win over her sophomore cohort
Everett in a show-down their coach called
"the best singles tourney final I've seen in
seven years of coaching collegiate tennis in
Maine."
UMO's Laurie Page and Kathy Gwynn
also chipped in to the win by capturing the
championship of the consolation doubles
tourney.
Tona Buros and Rose Redmond of UMO
advanced to the quarterfinals of the
doubles tourney before being eliminated
by Amy Davidoff and Janice Miller, from
arch-rival Colby.
The future looks bright for Fox's squad
Kith state finalists Cohen and Everett, a
freshman and sophomore respectively,
returning next year along wtih Sara
Magrane, Amy Stanton, Kathie Curnick
and Liz Gallo.
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Everybody's singing that
old familiar tune around
campus Not because
Army f?0TC's up at bat
They're walking walls
Don't miss the wall

game

Date- Nov. 3 at the
Student Union
ant miss the sight and
the experience Walk on
walls with Army ROTC
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Mountaineer
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Mountaineering,as all but the chronically mi
science and the art of drinking Busch Beer. It begins
(i.e., a quickjaunt to your favorite package emporium
wateringhole)and ends by downing the mountains
slow slaking swallows of the brew that is Busch). (i
91 However, between those two points lies a vast an
of personal peccadilloes sometimes called technique
and sometimes called methodology(depending on
your major). Hence,this ad. 91 Sipping vs. chugging.
Both have their merits,of course. But generally speaking,except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaking
glass,sipping is the more prudent practice for
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sustained mountaineering. 91 Next
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find yourself forced to drink from the can, prevents ti
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. Happy Mountaineering!
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standing.Suffice it to say that the most suc
cessful
mountaineers are flexible,so you'll find
both sitters and standers.
(Except on New Year's Eve,
when it's almost impossible
to find a sitter.) 91 Which
brings us to additives. Occasionally a neophyte will
sprinkle salt in his Busch;
others mix in tomato juice;
and a few on the radical
fringe will even add egg.
While these manipulations
11, a free country),they are
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Head for the mountains.
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